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ALBC Annual
Conference
Schedule at a Glance
Friday, November 11th
8:30AM - 3:30PM:

Pre-Conference Clinics

5:00PM:

Conference Check-In, Cash Bar &
Silent Auction Begins

6:30PM:

Meat & Eat Reception

8:00PM:

Silent Auction Closes

Saturday, November 12th
7:30AM:

Conference Late Check-In Begins

7:30AM - 8:20AM:

Networking Breakfast (at the zoo)

8:30AM:

Plenary Session I

9:30AM - 10:30AM:

Concurrent Sessions I

10:50AM - 11:50AM: Concurrent Sessions II
12:00PM:

Networking Lunch

12:45PM - 1:15PM:

Annual Members’ Meeting

1:30PM - 2:30PM:

Plenary Session II

2:50PM - 3:50PM:

Concurrent Sessions III

4:00PM - 5:00PM:

Concurrent Sessions III

5:30PM - 8:00PM:

Networking Dinner

November 11-12
Wichita, Kansas
Sedgwick County Zoo
Taking Stock: Knowledge,
Economics, and Rare Breeds

Each year the American Livestock
Breeds Conservancy (ALBC) hosts a
national conference. This year the
conference returns to Wichita, Kansas.
We are excited to learn from the many
members and rare breed producers in
Kansas and the Midwest.
The ALBC conference is unique and unlike any other agricultural
conference in the United States. Agricultural conferences are
usually about the “how-to’s” of farming. ALBC’s conference
covers the “how to’s,” but also explores the underlying themes
of conservation and biodoversity.
This year’s two-day conference themed Taking Stock – Knowledge, Economics, and Rare Breeds will explore the many facets of
rare breed conservation, from rare breed censusing, to animal
husbandry, to product marketing. Rare breed conservation is
an ever-winding path and many farmers are at different points
along the conservation continuum. The ALBC conference will
encourage farmers to “take stock” of their unique situations
relative to conservation as a whole. A variety of programs will
be offered, allowing farmers to learn from both their strengths
and weaknesses to better their conservation efforts.
We hope to see each of you at this year’s conference. Your
attendance and participation does more than just support our
conference, it’s a statement in favor of heritage breeds and their
essential role in the American agricultural inheritance.
See you in November!

Charles Bassett
Executive Director

PRE-CONFERENCE CLINICS

Come Join Us!

FRidAy, NoveMBeR 11 –
PRe-CoNFeReNCe CLiNiCS

Morning CliniCs: 8:30AM – 11:30AM
*Check-in 1/2 hour prior to
clinic at clinic site.
Breeding rare Breed rabbits for Productivity
Rabbit meat is one of the fastest growing markets in America. Join producers Callene and Eric Rapp
of the Rare Hare Barn in Kansas as they describe their formula for success in breeding and raising
productive rare breed rabbits. speakers: Callene and Eric rapp, Location: Zoo
Cost: $85
Tail to snout: What it Takes to Be successful With Heritage Hogs
Rare breed pigs and hogs are enjoying a renaissance of interest among consumers and chefs. Raising
these animals profitably in natural environments is central to a producer’s success in today’s market.
In this three hour workshop, you will learn how to make the right breed decision for your farm, how to
raise hogs in natural outdoor environments, and how to select breeding stock for health and productivity. We will also explore niche market opportunities and how to connect with consumers looking
for these products. speakers: Josh Wendland and larry sorrell, Location: Zoo
Cost: $85
Tradition and Techniques: learning to Cook with Heritage Breed Meats
Heritage cooking is the act of remembering through food. It is learning about techniques of cooking
that are no longer used, and that were developed for use with heritage breed livestock and poultry
products. Today, it is one of the hottest trends in restaurants throughout the country. The cooking
rules are quite simple and allow you to slowly and effectively bring out the natural flavors of heritage
breed products. There are a myriad of old recipes available to the consumer today. Whether you are
a culinary artist or someone who wants to create the best menus possible for your family, Chef Steve
has your mission at heart. He will walk you through what it takes to make heritage breed products
shine for your table. speaker: steve Pope, Location: TBD
Cost: $85
lUnCH: 11:30AM - 12:30PM: on yoUr oWn
AfTErnoon CliniCs: 1:00PM– 3:30PM
The Tricky Business of Managing a Breed Association
Effective breed associations are governed by an elected volunteer board of directors, who defines the
mission of the breed association, establishes management policies and procedures, assures that adequate resources are available, and actively monitors financial and programmatic performance. This

workshop draws upon the experiences of ALBC board, staff, and leaders of successful
breed associations. Expanded from previous years, this workshop will cover management and money, registration and promotion, as well as disagreements, dissention,
and other conflicts. speakers: Charles Bassett and Panelists, Location: Zoo
Cost: $25
Quest for Quality - finding and Maintaining Excellent standard-Bred Poultry
Want to get serious about poultry? For beginners and experienced poultry enthusiasts alike, it is a challenge to understand how to put together or create a flock of
high-quality standard-bred fowl. Join Master Poultry Breeder, Frank Reese, Jr., and
American Poultry Association President, Sam Brush, as they take the group through an
in-depth look at how the American Poultry Association’s Standard of Perfection is used
as a tool for successful poultry production, and how to apply these principals in your
own flock. Together they will show you how to determine which birds in a flock have
the best potential as breeders while still meeting the breed standards. speakers:
sam Brush and frank reese, Jr., Location: Zoo
Cost: $85
Handspinners and Knitters Want to Buy your rare Breed Wool!
Changes over the past few years - an awareness of breed-specific wools among fiber
artists and new marketing concepts for growers to use - have come together to create
fantastic opportunities for rare breed sheep producers to generate additional income
from fibers. In particular, spinners and knitters are avidly seeking rare breed wools,
and they are happy to pay for them. Let’s talk about what they want, and how to
support breed conservation by bringing wool into the equation. At least one of the
many possibilities will be right for you to put in place by next shearing! Includes a
copy The Fleece and Fiber Sourcebook, a brand new publication co-written by the clinic
presenter. speaker: Deborah robson, Location: Zoo
Cost: $105

CONFERENCE KICK-OFF
friday, november 11, 2001
Hilton Witchita Airport Executive
Conference Center
Join ALBC staff, speakers, members, and fellow rare breed
enthusiasts for the conference kick-off events. Enjoy a cash bar
and browse some of the unique items available at the annual
Silent Auction. Enjoy a rare breed dinner and celebrate with
the 2011 Bixby-Sponenberg Conservation Award winner.
5:00PM - Conference Check-In Begins, Cash Bar Opens, Silent
Auction Begins

Your conference ranked a “10” in my book, in professionalism,
educational value, and enjoyment!
~June Bartos, 2010 Conference Attendee

6:30PM - Meat and Eat Reception Begins, enjoy the many rare
breed foods provided by ALBC members and
conservation stewards
8:00PM - Silent Auction Closes - Pick up and pay for all items
for which you are the highest bidder.

SAtURdAy, NoveMBeR 12

CONFERENCE SESSIONS

**Saturday conference sessions held at the Sedgwick County Zoo.

7:30AM – 8:20AM: nETWorKing BrEAKfAsT & lATE CHECK-in
8:30AM – 9:15AM: PlEnAry sEssion i
Uncommon fare: People Want interesting
food: While America’s food supply grows ever more
processed and homogeneous, a growing body of
consumers are now sufficiently dissatisfied that they
will spend $12 billion at Farmers’ Markets this year.
These folks want to know where their food is from,
how it was produced, who produced it and the story
of its provenance. Rare breeds raised with care offer a unique selling proposition
for flavor, nutrition, and history, so get on board and ride the demand train to a
sustainable and profitable future for your farm. speaker: Hank Will
9:30AM – 10:30AM: ConCUrrEnT sEssions i
How Heritage Chickens Can Help save the World: Chickens have been part
of human food production for about 8,000 years. In their close relationship with
humans, Gallus domesticus has evolved skill sets that can be employed in a variety
of beneficial ways in modern society. The talents of these heritage chickens include
providing abundant, high-quality protein (meat and eggs), and playing an active
role in zero waste programs by helping to divert tons of organic solid waste from
landfills. Chickens can help decrease dependence on oil by enabling sustainable,
local food production with their skills as fertilizer creators, insecticiders, herbiciders, and soil enrichers. Family flocks can help alleviate malnutrition, especially in
children. It’s time to think outside the coop and inside local food production. This
interactive, entertaining presentation will show you how. speaker: Patricia
foreman
An ounce of Prevention…What’s it Worth To
you?: Disease prevention tends to mean more to
those who have experienced disease than to those
who have not. In general, growers who consistently
strive to prevent the introduction of disease onto
their farms have experienced at least one disease
outbreak. The helpless feeling of watching your birds
die is not something you ever want to experience again. Disease prevention is part
art and part science and must be tailored to an individual’s comfort level in terms
of risk and farming philosophy. Prevention of all disease can be accomplished but
is generally difficult to achieve in a farm setting. Gain a basic understanding of
disease organisms and their preferred environments so that you can design a farm
environment that is uninviting to diseases. speaker: Donna Carver

Working With Partnerships to save Heritage Turkeys: Partnerships have
paid off for heritage turkey conservation. Join us as we discuss a highly successful
heritage turkey project that started with Slow Food, Heritage Foods, and ALBC, and
expanded to the Sonoma County 4-H to get youth involvement in the program. The
presentation will include how to get started with partnerships, the trials, processing issues, and the ultimate outlook of success for Heritage Turkeys as a result of
this group effort. Discussion will also include possibilities of expanding the project
to other species. speaker: Jim reichardt
10:30AM – 10:50AM: nETWorKing BrEAK
10:50AM – 11:50AM: ConCUrrEnT sEssions ii
your Brand your story - good old-fashioned Marketing to the green
Consumer: No farm enterprise is complete without a well thought out and diverse
marketing strategy for the animals and their products. There is a lot of hype around
social media these days, but that’s only ONE of the many tools that can help set
your stock and your products apart. Join heritage breed farmer Steven Moize and
ALBC’s Marketing and Communications Manager Jennifer Kendall as they walk you
through developing your brand, telling your story, and marketing your products.
Learn how to reach new customers and how to keep your current customers coming back! speakers: Jennifer Kendall and steven Moize
grassfed Certification: Why it’s important and
Who should Be Certified: Traversing the maze of
meat labeling can be daunting to producers. In this
presentation, we will explore what issues are involved in getting a label, what labels mean, and why
third party certification is becoming more and more
important to you and to the consumer. speaker:
Carrie Balkcom
The American Poultry Association’s Heritage flock Program: Understanding
the importance of the American Poultry Association’s (APA) standards for poultry is
one of the key components of success in raising high-quality, productive purebred
fowl. The APA’s Standard of Perfection is a purebred poultry grower’s most powerful
tool for achieving excellence in poultry breeding. Whether you are interested in
exhibition or in production birds, this is a talk not to be missed. Join APA President,
Sam Brush, as he explains how the standards were created and how to use them to
support your goals with poultry. speaker: sam Brush
12:00PM – 1:15PM: lUnCH
*A Members’ Meeting of the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy will be
held from 12:45pm – 1:15pm, during the lunch session.
1:30PM – 2:30PM: PlEnAry sEssion ii
Taking stock 2011: A good census is a first step in charting future courses for
breeds. Various hurdles have to be overcome, though, to make the census really

valuable, and these hurdles are greater for rare breeds than for common ones. The
census needs to be complete, and that can be problematic in breeds with scant registry participation. A good census should also delve into
details of bloodline representation in order to chart
future plans for breed conservation and consolidation.
This presentation will explore: What is a census? How
can a census track bloodlines, breeders, and activity?
How can a census flag rare and important animals that
can help the breed’s future? How is census work different
for the different species, and for landraces versus standardized breeds? speaker:
Phil sponenberg
2:30PM – 2:50PM: nETWorKing BrEAK
2:50PM – 3:50PM: ConCUrrEnT sEssions iii
Back from the Brink and How to stay There: This presentation will focus on
the successful efforts to move Highland cattle from the “threatened” category to the
“recovering” section on the ALBC Conservation Priority List. The presentation will
focus on the efforts of the American Highland Cattle Association and its affiliates
to take the Highland breed from an obscure and novelty breed to a recognized beef
breed with traits that make it ideal for grass-based livestock feeding systems. Learn
various ways to raise the visibility of a breed and how to use the unique traits of the
animal to appeal to breeders and consumers alike. The presentation will offer tips on
creating promotional materials, choosing the best venues for event marketing, hosting on-farm field days for potential breeders/buyers, holding tastings and cooking
demonstrations for chefs and consumers, and defining the animal’s place in today’s
market. speaker: Dean Adams
natural Home Dairy: With the partnership of a few animals, you can produce all of
your family’s dairy products while letting mothers raise
their own babies as nature intended. Discover how to
choose dairy animals, how to share milk with babies,
and what equipment you need to make all of your
dairy products. Recipes included! speaker: Deborah
niemann
rare Breeds farm Tours, The Delight is in the Details: Learn how to plan
a farm tour or event that will promote your rare breed to a select market. The
presentation will discuss the steps to planning a successful marketing event (large
or small) that focuses on YOUR goals and objectives. The presentation will discuss:
safety first, gussying-up the farm, on-sites and off-sites, utilizing an event planning
calendar, partnering, social media, mainstream media, RSVP versus open events,
guest facilities and parking, fun and educational activities, setting the stage with
décor, food and music, involving your community, assembling a motivated crew,
post event review, and keeping in touch with your guests after the event. speaker:
Anna Wulfsong Belt

4:00PM – 5:00PM: ConCUrrEnT sEssions iV
Holistic Management of Heritage Breeds: In using a Holistic Management
approach to farm and stock management, we will look at the farm as a system of
livestock and natural resources working in concert with each other. We will begin
with a look at the farm as a whole system, identify the livestock components and
other resources, then discuss how each species can be managed in a way that is both
natural and complimentary to the farm overall. Topics will include multi-species
rotational grazing, forage management, animal husbandry, and natural healthcare
for your livestock. The goal will be to give heritage breed producers the knowledge
to see their farm, natural resources, infrastructure, and livestock in a way that allows for more complimentary, natural, and cost-effective management. speaker:
steven Moize
The Dirt on Heritage Hogs: This presentation will
show those just starting or considering raising heritage
hogs some of the pit falls, facts, trials, and fun of
raising a “real” hog. Given the amount of literature and
scientific research that is available for main stream
pigs, it is difficult to separate out what holds true for
heritage hogs and what does not. Using knowledge gained the hard way, by trial
and error, and the easy way, from others and publications, this presentation will help
guide beginners through the reasons why they need a “real” pig in their backyard
and why one is never enough! speaker: richard Pomeroy
Price Points, setting Prices for Profit and growth: This presentation will take
the confusion out of product pricing by helping attendees understand what goes
into making pricing decisions. The presentation will break down – one-by-one –
the considerations every farmer should make when deciding how to price his/her
products. The presentation will explore how each farm’s prices affect the market,
identifying hidden costs in running a farm, and the importance of paying yourself for
your labor from the beginning in order to ensure future sustainability in production.
Attendees will be encouraged to engage in the session as they build a step-by-step
protocol for determining product pricing. speaker: Diana Prichard

Join Us!

Networking dinner

Hilton Witchita Airport Executive Conference Center
5:30PM – 8:00PM
Rare Breeds Buffet Dinner and Cash Bar

Silent Auction

An exciting part of the ALBC conference is getting
to see the many hand-crafted and unique items at
the Silent Auction. ALBC welcomes your donations
to the auction. Bring items to the conference, or
contact ALBC for mailing instructions.

Poster Session

The annual conference poster session provides a
casual venue to promote your ideas or projects in a
conference setting. For more information on how
to submit a poster contact the ALBC office (919)
542-5704 or e-mail jberanger@albc-usa.org.

Photo Contest 2011

Have pictures of rare breeds that you’d like to
share? Participate in this year’s ALBC Member
Photo Contest. Please submit photos to editor@
albc-usa.org.
ALBC prefers digital files in a high-resolution
format. However, mailed submissions will be
accepted. Mail to: ALBC, PO Box 477, Pittsboro, NC
27312
Contest winners will be announced at the conference. Photo must be received by september 16th.
Prizes for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd place. Submission gives
ALBC permission to reprint the photos to support
conservation. Mailed images will not be returned.

SPeAKeRS

Dean Adams is a retired agriculture teacher and long-time promoter of
sustainable agriculture and heritage breeds. He and his wife Becky live near
Clinton, Illinois. Their passion is Highland Cattle. Dean is currently serving as
the president of the American Highland Cattle Association.

several books including: Chicken Tractor, Day Range Poultry, Backyard Market
Gardening, and A Tiny Home to Call Your Own. Her most recent book is City
Chicks. Pat co-hosts the Chicken Whisperer Backyard Poultry and Sustainable
Lifestyles Talk Show.

Carrie Balkcom grew up in rural South Florida, and was exposed to the
pleasures of home grown good food. With her roots firmly tied to the land,
she has spent the past few decades involved in all aspects of food. She currently acts as the Executive Director for American Grassfed Association, representing grassfed producers all over the United States. She also sits on the
National Board of Overseers for Chefs Collaborative. Carrie and her husband
Ed, live in Denver, Colorado, with their two dogs, Hannah and Telulah.

Jennifer Kendall is a graduate of the University of North Carolina with a degree in Journalism and Mass Communication. After spending several years in
the transportation marketing and tourism marketing industries, non-profits
began calling her name. She now manages ALBC’s marketing and communications efforts and helps members and farmers reach their marketing goals
through outreach and education.

Charles Bassett has served as Executive Director of ALBC since July 2002.
He joined the staff of ALBC after 28 years with the Nature Conservancy where
he worked at every level of the organization. Chuck has a M.S. in Biology
from Adelphi University and brings over 30 years of experience and success in
biodiversity conservation, non-profit leadership and management, strategic
planning and implementation, organizational development, and fundraising.
He provides vision, direction, and oversight for the organization.
Anna Wulfsong Belt, a former 4-H demonstration champion, is a frequent
speaker for the University of Idaho Extension. She has annually planned and
presented community events ranging from herb festivals, farm tours, teas,
and special occasion gatherings. She teaches herb and cooking classes and
raises American Chinchilla rabbits and Delaware chickens.
sam Brush has had a love for poultry his entire life and has always had a
special affinity for Cubalaya chickens. He began keeping birds while living
in New Jersey and has since taken his hobby to Texas, where he lives today.
He worked his way up with his involvement with the American Poultry
Association (APA) starting as an active member, eventually becoming an
officer within several APA sanctioned breeds clubs, to his present role as the
President of APA, which recognizes more than 140 breeds of poultry and
sanctions over 250 shows annually in North America.
Donna Carver, DVM, PhD is the Extension Poultry Veterinarian at North
Carolina State University where she received her B.S. in Poultry Science, her
Doctorate in Veterinary Medicine, and her PhD in Population Medicine. Her
major interests are the study of how infectious agents behave in bird populations. Donna trains growers in disease prevention and reducing food safety
threats.
Patricia foreman has degrees in Pharmacy and Agriculture from Purdue
University and a Masters of Public Affairs from Indiana University. She has
kept poultry for over 20 years, including owning and operating a small-scale
farm with free range, organic layers, broilers, and turkeys. She is an avid
sustainable agriculture and heritage breed advocate. Pat is the co-author of

steven Moize is the owner and operator of The Shady Grove Farm in Hurdle
Mills, North Carolina. The farm has been in his family since 1779. As a seventh
generation farmer, Steven has experience with a wide variety of crops,
livestock, and farming systems. Steven studied Anthropology and Deep Ecology at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Steven is a sought after
speaker on a variety of subjects including organic crop production, livestock
management, and pasture-based poultry production. Steven has become
passionate about heritage breed conservation. He worked on the ALBC
Buckeye Project and currently raises Buff Orpington and Buckeye chickens, as
well as Black turkeys.
Deborah niemann, author of Homegrown and Handmade, is a homesteader, writer, and self-sufficiency expert. In 2002, she relocated her family
from the suburbs of Chicago to a 32 acre parcel on a creek “in the middle
of nowhere.” Together, they built their own home and began growing the
majority of their own food. Sheep, pigs, cattle, goats, chickens, and turkeys
supply meat, eggs, and dairy products, while an organic garden and orchard
provide fruit and vegetables.
richard Pomeroy is a software developer turned heritage pig farmer,
livestock transporter, part-time paramedic, and is the president of the Large
Black Hog Association. Although a “city guy,” Richard has come to love country
homestead living, especially raising heritage hogs. Richard and his family live
in Southcentral Missouri.
steve Pope learned to love poultry as a child on his grandparent’s farm.
He learned husbandry and processing from his German Grandfather and
traditional cooking from his German Grandmother. Steve has long been an
advocate for the conservation of Heritage Poultry and its historic cuisine. He
is now serving as the educational chef for Good Shepherd Poultry Ranch. He
has both hosted and appeared on television and radio food programs. Whether engaged as event coordinator for the National Heritage Cooking Contest,
preparing a Heritage Poultry tasting event for the Governor of Kansas, or a
heritage theme dinner for various chefs, food writers, and reporters, Steve’s
commitment to excellent food preparation remains foremost.

Diana Prichard has spent almost a decade on her small farm combining the
production principles of small, sustainable agriculture with the numberdriven profit systems of its larger counterparts in both theory and practice.
She believes this balance is integral to the viability of small farming as a
vocation in America. The Tamworth and American Guinea hogs that make up
her farm’s pastured pork production are complemented by heritage fowl that
include Narragansett turkeys and American Buff geese.
Callene rapp is the Senior Zookeeper of the Children’s Farms exhibit at the
Sedgwick County Zoo in Wichita, Kansas. This exhbit is home to 27 different
breeds listed on the ALBC Conservation Priority List. She has a strong background and education in agriculture, and operates Rare Hare Barn, a small
farm in Wichita, with her husband Eric where they raise rare breed rabbits,
chickens, Pineywoods cattle, and Jacob and Navajo Churro sheep. Callene
formerly served on the ALBC Board of Directors. The enthusiasm Callene feels
toward ALBC and rare breeds has helped many people develop an interest in
the conservation of endangered breeds.
Eric rapp is a fourth generation farmer, and the third to raise heritage
breeds. He has been working with rabbits since he was big enough to help his
granddad carry a bucket of feed. His granddad believed in everything being
natural and organic. Eric and his wife Callene carry on this legacy by insisting
that everything that goes into their Rare Hare Barn rabbits be as wholesome
as possible. In 2008, Eric retired from his full-time job at the Sedgwick County
Zoo to take on rabbit production full time at the family farm. Eric currently
serves on the ALBC Board of Directors.
frank reese, Jr. owns and operates Good Shepherd Ranch in Lindsborg,
Kansas. Frank has raised standard varieties of turkeys since his childhood, and
is currently leading the effort to conserve heritage turkeys through breeding,
production collaborations with regional farms, and regional and national
marketing strategies. He is dedicated to raising all of his poultry humanely
on pasture and providing his customers with the highest quality turkey available. Frank also breeds chickens, ducks, and geese and has begun marketing
selected breeds. In 2003, Frank received ALBC’s Bixby-Sponenberg Breed
Conservation Award for his contributions to the recovery of standard varieties
of turkeys. Frank also works full time as a nurse anesthetist.
Jim reichardt is a fourth generation duck farmer, in California, whose day
job is producing “Liberty Ducks” (Pekin) for some of the finest restaurants
in the country. Through relationships with involved chefs, Jim realized the
importance of organizations like Slow Food and ALBC, became involved in
both of them, and now works to help preserve farming and heritage breeds
in the United States. Jim is currently serving as a member of the ALBC Board
of Directors.
Deborah robson has been advocating for rare breed sheep for more than
thirty years, including two terms on the ALBC board. She coordinated the

Save the Sheep project for Interweave Press and collaborated with Carol Ekarius on the newly published The Fleece and Fiber Sourcebook (Storey Publishing).
larry sorell: Larry Sorell and his wife, Madonna, began farming on their Lazy
S Farms near Glasco, Kansas, in 1970. Following in his grandfather and father’s
footsteps, Larry has continued the family farming tradition and has come to
specialize in heritage hogs on his farm. Conserving heritage breeds and raising
them in humane production systems are the primary goals of the farm which
currently includes Red Wattle hogs, Large Black hogs, Gloucestershire Old Spots
hogs, Katahdin sheep, Highland cattle, and Heritage turkeys.
Phil sponenberg, DVM, PhD, has served as the Technical Coordinator for
ALBC since 1978. He is a veterinary pathologist and geneticist at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg. He has written several
books on color genetics and rare breed conservation including A Conservation
Breeding Handbook and Managing Breeds for a Secure Future. Phil is sought
after as a speaker on genetics as well as rare breed conservation. He has taken
the lead on Spanish horse rescues, and is a conservation breeder of Spanish
horses and Tennessee Fainting goats, and he works closely with many breed
organizations as well as with individual breeders.
Josh Wendland is a fifth generation family farmer. He and his family breed
and raise Red Wattle hogs, Gloucestershire hogs, and several other traditional
breeds of swine. Additionally, they raise Belted Galloway and Angus cattle for
market. Josh has had a life-long interest in breeding hogs of traditional oldtype and for productivity that are raised in natural outdoor environments. The
Wendland’s live on the edge of the Flint Hills in north-central Kansas where
they enjoy raising their animals and continuing with the family farm tradition.
Hank Will has been farming and selling farm products for almost 30 years.
He direct marketed free-range broilers, eggs and turkeys long before it was
“cool” and believes that demand for heritage breeds is poised to explode. A
geneticist by training, Hank currently operates Prairie Turnip Farm in Osage
County Kansas with his wife, Karen Keb Will, and is the editor in chief of GRIT
and CAPPER’s magazines.

Lodging
ALBC has reserved a block
of rooms at the Hilton
Wichita Airport
Executive Conference
Center with a special rate
of $102 per night.
To make a reservation:
Hilton Wichita Airport Executive Conference Center
2098 Airport Road Wichita, Kansas 67209-1941
Reservations department: (316) 945-5272
Toll-free: 1-800-AIR-HILT (247-4458)

transportation
The Wichita Mid-Continent Airport (iCT) is only 6
miles from the Sedgwick County Zoo, the host location for
the conference.
The Hilton Wichita Airport is on-site at the Wichita
Mid-Continent Airport.
ALBC will noT be providing transportation to and from
the hotel and zoo.

The hotel will be holding the room block until october
27, 2011. ALBC has set-up a special online reservation page with the Hilton Wichita Airport which allows
members to book rooms online. Visit www.albc-usa.org
for more info.
ALBC is encouraging all members to stay at the host hotel.
ALBC receives free meeting space based on the number of
attendees that stay at the host hotel. Staying at the host
hotel helps support the conference!

If you are interested in volunteering at the
ALBC annual conference, please visit the website,
www.albc-usa.org or contact Angelique Thompson,
albc@albc-usa.org, (919) 542-5704.
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A special thanks to our conference sponsors!

Join Us!
The American livestock
Breeds Conservancy

The William JJ
Gordon Foundation

www.albc-usa.org/conference2011/intro.html

29TH AnnUAl
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noVEMBEr 11 - 12, 2011

